
Answer key 

Text 1 

Ex. 1 Fill the gaps with the correct word from the box.  

1. _

_

_

_ teenager________ is someone who is between thirteen and nineteen years old.  

2. Teachers give you ____ homework ___________ to do at home before the next 

lesson.  

3. When you ____ cook ___________ a meal, you make hot food.  

4. A _____ skill __________ is something you learn how to do, like using a computer.  

5. The instructions you follow to make a meal are called a ______ recipe _________.  

6. Some subjects are easy but others are ____ difficult ___________.  

Ex. 2. Choose True or False for these sentences.  

1. Tom does one thing that teenagers don't normally do.  True/False 

2. Tom is the only person who eats the food he cooks.  True/False 

3. Tom's mum was happier when he didn't cook.  True/False 

4. Tom's mum thinks learning to cook is good for teenagers.  True/False 

5. Tom learned some recipes from his grandmother.  True/False 

6. Tom's vegetable soup was not good.  True/False 

7. Tom says he is a good cook.  True/False 

8. Tom's friends like cooking too now.   True/False 

Ex. 3. Circle the meaning of the word in CAPITALS in these sentences from the reading text 

above.  

1. Today things are different and SHE is very happy. a. Tom's mum b. Tom's sister  

2. Math and English are important, of course, but THEY need other skills too to help THEM in 

today’s world.  a. Math and English b. teenagers  

3. Yesterday he made vegetable soup. IT was very good!  a. Tom b. the soup  

4. He started using recipes in MY cookery books.  a. Tom's mum's b. Tom’s  

5. I love cooking and I think I'm really good at IT.  a. cooking b. being a teenager  

6. IT isn't difficult and IT's great fun!  a. cooking b. doing homework  

Ex.1 Fill in these letters in the correct place: 

 

a) used to go to clubs and pop concerts   

b) with some birthday money 

c) to any concerts for ages 

d) used to sing to me 

e) started going to concerts 

 

cook          teenager           skill          homework           difficult              recipe 



Hi! My name is Andrew Dotson.  I’m twenty now. I love music. My earliest memory of music is 

the song my mother (1) d) used to sing to me when I was about three or four. I used to have 

music lessons at school too. My mother wanted me to take up the piano, but I didn’t like it at all 

because I loved to play the guitar. When I was ten I bought my first record (2) b) with some 

birthday money.  I think it was the record by Beatles. 

   As I grew older, my musical taste changed. When I was a teenager, we (3) a) used to go to 

clubs and pop concerts  to groups playing live, mostly rock and pop and that sort of thing. At that 

time I didn’t like classical music at all; later when I went to university, I really got into classical 

music and (4) e) started going to concerts I was particular keen on opera. 

   Nowadays, I listen to all sorts of music, but I’m not too keen on loud rock music. On the whole 

I prefer classical music and opera, but I still listen to pop music in my car and play the guitar 

sometimes. I haven’t been (5) c) to any concerts for ages, but I’ve always got a CD on at home. 

Music is an important part in my life. 

 

Ex.2. Choose True or False for these sentences: 

1. Andrew is twenty-one now.      F 

2. He didn’t like to play the piano.                 T 

3. Andrew played the guitar.                  T 

4. His first record was by Sting.       F 

5.  He got into classical music at the university.               T 

6.  He wasn’t keen on opera.                   F 

7. Now he’s not too keen on loud rock music.     T 
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